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1008 Geological Societ U : ~  

modern theory, which by the addition of the electron to the 
electromagnetic theory as it ]eft tile hands of Maxwell has broad- 
ened in a remarkable ~Ly our whole physicalhorizon. Tl~e diffi- 
culties of explaining a theory which is fimdamentally mathema- 
tical are not small ; and although here and there some obscurities 
(if not inaccuracies) will be found, the general discussion is 
wonderfully clear and must have cost the author great thought 
and labour. The book proper consists of twenty-four chapters 
covering 505 pages, but a series of Appendices mainly mathema- 
tical occupies 120 pages more; and these will be found very 
useful to the student of mathematicM physics. The twenty- 
fourth chapter is on the Place of Mind in the Universe, in whiCh 
the author argues for the existe,lce of a universal mind, corre- 
lating the otherwise separate units forming the minds of all livi~g 
organisms, and this universal mind is regarded tls the origin of 
evolution. 

W~, have received the volumes of magnetic observations during 
1905 and 1906 at Baldwin and Viequcs (Porto Rico), t~o obser- 
vatories of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. ' lhe volumes 
resemble generally t.hose for the immediately preceding years, 
containing-hourly measurements of the magnetic curves, and 
diurnal inequalities based on the ten quietest days of each month. 
There are lists of the chief magnetic disturbances, and some of ~he 
disturbed traces are shown on a reduced scale. The Vieques volume 
also contains ~ list of the earthquakes recorded by Bosch-Omori 
seismographs from their erection in 1903 up to the end of 1906. 
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[Continued from p. 792.] 
March 23rd, 1910.--Prof. W. W. Watts, Se.D., M.Sc., F.R.S., 

President, in the Chair. 

T t t E  following communication was read : - -  
' On t'aleoxyris and other Allied Fossils from the Derbyshire 

and Nottinghamshire Coalfield.' By Lewis ~Ioyse3- , B.A., M.B., F.G.S. 

April 13th, 1910.--  Prof. W. W. Watts, Sc.D., M.Se., F.R.S., 
President,, in the Chair. 

The following communications were read : - -  
1. 'The Volcano of ]gatavanu in Savaii.' By Tempest Anderson, 

:M.D., D.Sc., F.G.S. 
Savaii is one of the German Samoan Islands in the Central Pacific 

Ocean. I t  is entirely volcanic, is formed of different varieties of 
basic laws, and is for the most part fringed with coral reefs. 

The volcano of)fatavanu was formed in 1905. The eruption w0s 
at first explosive, but since the first few weeks has been mainly 
efl]usive and accompanied by the discharge of an enormous volume 
of very fluid basic lava, which has run by a devious course of about 
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10 miles to the sea, formed extensive fields of both slaggy and 
cindery lava ( p a b o e h o e  and aa), filled up a valley to a depth in 
some places of probably 400 feet~ and devastated some of the most 
fertile land in the island. The crater contains a lake, or rather 
river, of incandescent lava, so fluid that it beats in waves on the 
walls, rises in fountains of liquid ~,asalt, and flows with the velocity 
of a cataract into a gulf or tunnel at one end of the crater. I t  then 
runs underground along a channel or channels ia the r~ew lava-field 
until  it reaches the sea, into which it flows, a;nd causes exploAons 
attended with the diseharge of showers of sand and fragments of 
hot lava, and the emission of vast clouds of steam. 

The many resemblances to, and few differences from, the volcano 
of Kilauea are discussed. 

2. 'Notes on the Geology of the District around Llansawel 
(Carmarthenshire).' By Miss Helen Drew, ~I.A., and Miss Ida L. 
81ater, B.A. 

In this paper the authors deal with the stratigraphy trod 
geological structure of a small area some 9 miles to the west of 
IAandovery, and to the imrth of Llandeilo. In a brief introduction 
the reasons for the selection of this region are mentioned, and the 
work of previous observers is touched upon. 

The rocks consist of a varied series of sedimen[s, including a 
coarse conglomerate, grits, shales, and tough blue mudstones; 
e.eavage is almost everywhere intens~x 

The beds fall I,aturMly into ~hree divisions, as follows : - -  
I C C 3. 1)engelli Shales (Gala fauna). 

C. LLANSAWEL GRouP. 2. Zone of Mo~wfp'aptus communis. 
C [. Clyn March ()s- e z/phus Grit~s and Shales. 

Mesoqraplus modestus, 
]3. C,~to GRol r ~ B 2. Llathige Shales and Mudst.~mes. Zone of 

......... [ B 1. Penn@-ddinas Grits and Shon Nit.holas Con- 
. glo:ner.ales. 

A. ]3EILI Tr.w GRouP ... ]3eili Tew Grits and Shales. 
The stratigraphical relationships are seen most clearly in the 

highest group (C), which is therefore dealt with first. The beds 
here follow each other in perfectly regular succession, with a 
uniform strike of E. 30 ~ N. The basat beds, with a fauna 
belonging to the zone of llfono(j~'aptus c~/phue, fbrm a well-marked 
ridge across country, and Upper Birkhill and Gala Beds follow to 
the north-west. 

The second group (B) occupies a wide bract to the east of r 
Llansawel Group. The coarse basal deposits, and the characteristic 
shales and mudstones, are described from many localities. 

The lowos~ group (A) has its greatest development on the south 
of Llansawel. 

The structure in the eastern part of the district shows many 
points of interest, and is very much more complicated than in the 
west. The repeated outcrops of the conglomerate in the hilly 
region around bhon Nicholas are described in dotal], and tl;cse give 
the clue to the structure. 

The paper concludes w~th a general summary and a brief com- 
parison of this district with those of Rhayader and Pont Erwyd. 
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